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R E S U M E

Le climat politique qui entoure le programme d'énergie nucléaire aux Etats-Unis est caractérisé
par l ' incert i tude e t l 'opportunité. L'opinion publique est favorable ou résignée à l'expansion de la
technologie nucléaire, quoique son soutien soit souvent fondé sur une perception des besoins confuse
e t mal définie. La crainte de cette technologie, particulièrement d'un dégagement de radiations catas-
trophique, constitue un état général de l 'a t t i tude publique. Les mass média, qui constituent la pr in-
cipale source d'information du public, ont eu tendance à a t t i re r l 'at tent ion sur l'information journa-
l is t ique , sensationnelle e t marginale, à l'exclusion presque totale de l'information éducative e t de
fond. Cependant les mass média se tournent vers une présentaion équilibrée e t éduquêe. Les mouvements
d'opposition organisés, mieux structurés et-financés que jamais, ont exprimé leur assurance que l 'éner-
gie nucléaire a reçu un coup fata l après l'accident dé Three Mile Island. De tels sentiments de vic-
to i re sont mêlés d'ambivalence au vu d'une reprise lente mais certaine du programme d'énergie nucléaire.
Les mouvements anti-nucléaires paraissent s'orienter vers une perspective e t une stratégie plus larges
qui font ressortir plus clairement les motivations socio-politiques de ces mouvements. L'arrivée au
pouvoir d'un gouvernement républicain â Washington a créé un climat politique beaucoup plus favorable
â l'énergie nucléaire que dans le passé. Pourtant, l ' i ne r t i e politique e t certains aspects de la phi-
losophie politique générale de la nouvelle administration risquent de freiner tout progrès s ign i f i ca t i f
du démantèlement des barrières érigées contre l'énergie nucléaire, au moins à court terme.

Les efforts de l ' industr ie pour développer les communications dans le domaine nucléaire, les
années passées, ref lètent une prise de conscience du besoin de programmes spécialement adaptés, inno-
vateurs e t faisant autor i té , e t un sens de coopération e t de responsabilité de la part des industries
nucléaires e t des compagnies électriques. L'intervention sur les ondes e t l'impact sur le public de
messages e t de porte-parole crédibles ont constitué de grands succès.

En plus de l'évolution complexe des milieux sociaux e t politiques, l'énergie nucléaire américai-
ne est caractérisée aujourd'hui par deux réal i tés austères. D'une part , la reconnaissance de plus en
plus vive par les milieux scientifiques, les dirigeants et le public lui-même de la nécessité du dé-
veloppement de \ 'énergie nucléaire dans une économie dominée par la crise du pétrole ; d'autre part ,
la crise financière profonde à laquelle font face les compagnies électriques qui aura une répercussion
immédiate sur 1e développement de l'énergie nucléaire.

Z U S A M M E N F A S S U N G

KERNKRAFT IN DEN VEREINIGTEN STAATEN :
ÖFFENTLICHE MEINUNGEN UND STELLUNGNAHMEN DER INDUSTRIE

Die Pol i t ik , die das Kernkraftprogramm i n den Vereinigten Staaten umgibt, zeichnet sich durch
Ungewissheit und Opportunist aus. Die öffentliche Meinung i s t im allgemeinen posit i f oder resigniert
in Hinsicht auf Erweiterung der Kernkrafttechnologie, obgleich diese Zustimmung oft auf schlecht de f i -
nierte und verwirrte Vorstellungen der Notwendigkeit beruht. Die Furcht vor der Technologie, insbeson-
dere des katastrophischen Entweichens von Radioaktivität, i s t ein stetiges Merkmal der öffentlichen
Meinung. Die Presse als hauptsächlichster Vermittler von Information an das Publikum, hat sich mehr
auf Nachrichten sensationeller und nebensächlicher Art konzentriert, mit praktischem Ausschiuss j e g l i -
cher Bil dungs- oder erläuternder Information. Die Neigung der Presse i s t aber j e tz t mehr in Richtung
eines mehr ausgeglichenen und informierenden Einflusses. Organisierte Oppositionsgruppen, j e t z t besser
f inanziert und organisiert, sind der Auffassung, dass seit dem Unfall im Drei Meilen Insel Werk, die
Kernkraft j e t z t auf dem Sterbebett l i eg t . Solche Siegesgefäuhle unterliegen einer gewissen Ambivalenz
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im Angesicht eines sich langsam wieder erholenden Kernkraf tprogranms. Die Ausrichtung der anto-nuklea-
ren Gruppen liegt jetzt mehr auf einer breiteren strategischen Grundlage, welche die unterliegenden
sozio-politischen Motivierungen ans Tageslicht bringt. Die Installierung einer republikanischen Re-
gierung in Washington, D.C., brachte ein politisches Klima das der nuklearen Krafterzeugung positiver
gesinnt is t . Politische Erwägungen und die Philosophie der neuen Regierung, wird aber den erwarteten
Fortschritt in der Beseitigung existierender Hindernisse gegen Kernkraftentwicklung, zumindestens über
den kurzen Zeitraum, nicht erfüllen.

Die Anstrengungen der Kernkraftindustrie in den letzten Jahren, sich mit der Öffentlichkeit in
Verbindung zu setzen, zeigen die Notwendigkeit Tür spezielle, neuartige und tatkräftige Programme zur
Zusammenarbeit zwischen der nuklearen Industrie und den Elektrizitätswerken. Bedeutende Erfolge wurden
auf dem Gebiet des öffentlichen Nachrichtenwesens erz ie l t , un das Publikum mit überzeugenden Sprechern
und Mitteilungen zu erreichen.

Im Zusatz zu verwickelten sozialen und politischen Gegenwartsproblemen, muss die Kernkraftindus-
t r ie in den Vereinigten Staaten zwei grundsätzliche Probleme lösen. In einer Hinsicht ist die wachsende
Realisation von wissenschaftlichen Instituten, Politikern und dem Publikum selbst, dass die Entwicklung
von Kernkraft in einer von der Ölkrise dominierten Wirtschaft eine Notwendigkeit is t , auf der anderen
Seite i s t aber die gegenwärtige tiefsitzende finanzielle Krise der Elektrizitätswerke, die einen direk-
ten Einfluss auf die zukünftige Entwicklung hat.

S U M M A R Y

NUCLEAR POWER IN THE UNITED STATES :
PUBLIC VIEHS AND INDUSTRY ACTIONS

The public policy environment that surrounds the nuclear power program in the United States is
characterized by uncertainty and opportunity. Public opinion is generally favorable, or resigned, to
the expansion of nuclear power technology, although that support is often based on an ill-defined and
confused perception of need. Fear of the technology, particularly catastrophic releases of radiation,
remains a pervasive fact of public attitudes. The mass media, while constituting the major source of
information for the public, has tended to focus on newsworthy, sensational and peripheral information,
to the virtual exclusion of educational or background information. Trends in the media, however, are
toward a more balanced and educated approach. Organized opposition movements, better organized and
financed than ever before, have exuded î-confidence that nuclear power had been dealt a fatal blow
following the Three Mile Island accicent. Yet such feelings of victory are troubled with ambivalence
in the face of a slow, but apparent recovery of the nuclear power program. Trends in the anti-nuclear
movements appear to lean toward a broader strategic perspective, bringing to light more clearly the
underlying socio-political motivations of the movements. The installation of a Republican government
in Washington, D.C. has resulted in a political climate much more supportive of nuclear power than in
the past. However, political inertia as well as aspects of the general political philosophy of the
new administration many dampen significant progress in removing existing barriers to nuclear power,
at least in the short-term.

Nuclear power communications efforts by the industry in recent years reflect both a realization
of the need for specially dedicated,innovative and assertive programs, and a sense of cooperation and
commitment on the part of both the nuclear and electric u t i l i ty industries. Major successes have been
accomplished in getting access to the electronics media and reaching a public with credible messages
ans spokespeople.

In addition to the complex evolution of the social and political environments, nuclear power
in the United States today is characterized by two stern real i t ies. On the one hand is the growing
acknowledgment, by scientific institutions, policy-makers, and the public i tse l f of the need for nu-
clear power development in an economy dominated by the oi l crisis ; on the other hand is the current
deep-rooted financial crisis faced by electric u t i l i t i e s which directly impacts on this future deve-
lopment.

KERNENERGIE IN DE VERENIGDE STATEN :
OPENBARE OPINIE EN ACTIES VAN DE INDUSTRIE

Het politiek klimaat dat het programma van de kernenergie omkadert in de Verenigde Staten is
gekenmerkt door onzekerheid en opportuniteit. De openbare opinie is gunstig of gelaten ten opzichte
van de expansie van de nucleaire technologie, niettegenstaande het f e i t dat haar houding dikwijls is
gebaseerd op een verwarde en slecht bepaalde voorstelling van de behoeften. De vrees voor deze tech-
nologie, voornamelijk voor het stralingsgevaar is algemeen b i j de openbare opinie. De massa media die
de voornaamste informatiebron z i jn voor het publiek, hebben in het verleden voornamelijk sensatiegerich-
te en marginale informatie verstrekt zonder educatieve en basisinformatie mede te delen. Nu echter



geven de massa media een evenwichtige en vormende informatie. De georganiseerde oppositiegroepen, die
nu meer dan ooit tevoren goed zijn gestructureerd en gefinancierd, zijn van mening dat de kernenergie
door het ongeval van Three Mile Island diep werd getroffen. Deze mening is niet goed te begrijpen aan-
gezien er een langzame maar toch duidelijke heropleving van het nucleair programma kan worden vastge- .
steld. De anti nucleaire beweging volgen nu een ruimer perspectief én strategie die op duidelijke wijze
de socio-poiitieke motiveringen aantoont. De machtsovername door de republikeinse regering In Washing-
ton heeft een gunstiger politiek klimaat dan in het verleden in het leven geroepen voor de kernenergie.
De politieke Inertie evenals sommige aspecten van de algemene politieke filosofie van de nieuwe adminis-
tratie zullen waarschijnlijk tot gevolg hebben dat op korte termijn althans de bestaande tegenkanting
ten opzichte van de kernenergie maar langzaam zal worden weggewerkt.

De door de industrie geleverde inspanningen voor het ontwikkelen van de communicaties in het nu-
cleaire gebied, in de voorbije jaren, tonen duidelijk aan dat men bewust is geworden van de noodzakelijk-
heid te beschikken over nieuwe speciaal aangepaste programma's. De nucleaire industrieën en de elektri-
sche maatschappijen zijn eveneens bereid samen te werken en een grotere verantwoordelijkheid op zich te
nemen. Dit heeft ongetwijfeld een positieve weerslag op de openbare opinie.

Buiten de complexe evolutie van de sociale en politieke middens, wordt de Amerikaanse kernenergie
ook gekenmerkt door twee harde realiteiten. Enerzijds de erkenning van de noodzakelijkheid door weten-
schappelijke milieus, verantwoordelijken en publiek om verder de kernenergie te ontwikkelen aangezien
de economische toestand meer en meer gedomineerd wordt door de oliecrisis ; anderzijds de grote finan-
ciële crisis waarmede de elektrische maatschappijen worden geconfronteerd en die een onmiddellijke weer-
slag op de ontwikkeling van de kernenergie zal hebben.



I. Introduction

Nuclear power today in the United States is
at a turning point. If the public policy
environment tliat impacts nuclear energy
policies is a dynamic and highly volatile one,
characterized more so by its fluidity than by
Its stability or predictability, events of and
trends in the last two years have combined to
set the stage for this situation.

The Three Mile Island accident and aftermath,
and the increasing concerns over imported oil
brought about by the Iran hostage crisis, the
Iran/Iraq war, and OPEC pricing actions, have
substantially increased the level of awareness
of nuclear and energy issues among the general
population. At the same time the organized
anti-nuclear movements, in the face of a
period of no domestic sales and major delays in
the licensing and startup of new plants, have
launched a major attack aimed at fatally
crippling the nuclear power program. The
advent of a new Republican administration in

. the White House and of a Republican-dominated
Senate, reflective of substantial political
undercurrents in the O.S. population, has
brought about fundamental shifts in official
nuclear energy policies at the federal govern-
ment level. ""

Today 76 nuclear power plants are licensed
to operate in the- United States and 83 plants
.ire under consiruction.

The first part of this paper will probe the
social, political and institutional dimensions
of the public policy environment that"surrounds
the nuclear power program in the United States.
Next, the public communications efforts under-
taken by the industry will be reviewed. The
final part of the paper will attempt to provide
the proper perspective needed to assess the
future development of the nuclear power option
in the united States.

II. The Public Policy Environment

1. Public Attitudes

Public opinion surveys provide a significant
insight into the attitudes of the general public
and of its demographic elements toward nuclear
power and energy in general (1). In recent
years, considerable experience has been
acquired in utilizing and interpreting public
opinion research so as to identify public
concerns as well as attitude determinants, that
'is those factors, either Internal "or external,
that tend to influence public attitudes.

From an analysis of public opinion surveys
over the past six years emerges a relatively
consistent pattern of public attitudes toward
nuclear energy (2). Although much of the data
are oscillatory in nature and reflect the short-
term impact of external events, important
trends can be delineated. General public
attitudes toward the reliance on nuclear energy

appear to be determined by basic cost -
benefit considerations, with the perceived
need for nuclear energy the predominant basis
for support, and the fear of nuclear powt-r
technology the predominant basis for
opposition. Events of the last few years -
the international oil situation, the Middle-
East crisis, gasoline lines, coal strikes,
regional natural gas shortages - have
significantly enhanced public concerns about
energy as a national problem. Increasingly,
major related concerns tend to center around
cost, inflation and foreign oil dependence.
The public support for nuclear power is,
however, often based on an ill-defined
perception of need, reflecting confusion as to
the connection between the role of nuclear
energy and the overall energy situation, and
more specifically, the fluid fuels problems.
Hence while strongly favoring maintaining
nuclear power as an option, the public is
hesitant to support a significant expansion.

The surveys show a pervading public
confidence in technology and a belief that
benefits of technological growth exceed risks.
Electricity is viewed favorably as a conven-
ient comfortable energy source for the
consumer, and solar energy and "electricity"
are generally regarded as the most desirable
energy "sources" for the future. There exists,
however, a general dislike of power plants and
electric utility companies. Reflecting
perhaps confidence (hat lurhnology will ri-sulv><
perceived nuclear safety problems, or a l'tvling
of inevitability, nuclear energy is seen as
the most important electrical energy source
in the next 10 to 25 years.

Fear of nuclear power technology, by far
the major reason for public opposition, is
also expressed by many who are supportive of
Increased reliance on nuclear power. Over
the years this fear has centered around
nuclear safety or accidents, nuclear waste,
and radiation in general. Since the Three
Mile Island accident, the major public concern
has been the catastrophic event. Nuclear
energy is generally seen as potentially more
dangerous than other energy sources. Although
fear of radiation is the general theme that
underlies the various public concerns, whether
they be power plant accidents, waatc,
transportation or other, the general public
does not, by and large, identify specific
dangers from radiation, expressing rather a
vague fear of the unknown.

Hhen queried as to the sources of infor-
mation most relied on for energy or nuclear
matters, the general public identifies the
electronics media, and in particular
television, as by far the most Important
channel. As to the credibility of sources of
information on nuclear matters, the public
clearly' rates engineers and scientists as the
most trustworthy spokcspeople.



Recent studies have shed light on the
psychological factors that determine public
attitudes toward nuclear energy, in particular
the fear of nuclear pover (3), (4). The normal
components of a phobic reaction - an
exaggerated fear, an obsession with the "what
ifs" rather than the consideration of the "what
is", a fear very hard to articulate - are
clearly evident in the negative public percep-
tions of nuclear energy. Factors that are
frequently at the basis of phobic symptoms in
individuals - unfamiliarity, lack of individual
control, and the potential, however remote, of
a large consequence in the same place - also
influence public fears of nuclear energy. It
i s interesting that in discussing the treatment
of individual phobias. Dr. Robert L. duFont,
H.D-. President of the Institute for Behavior
and Health, places much emphasis on the
establishment of trust and confidence (3). The
current lack of .public trust in Institutions,
whether they be large corporations,- electric
u t i l i t i e s , or government bodies, i s indeed a
severe handicap in attempts to communicate with
the public on the nuclear issues.

Cultural factors also play an Important
role in shaping public attitudes towards
nuclear energy and energy in general (5). For
example the growing tendency to put a positive
value on the 'natural', and a negative value on
the 'artificial' , tends to bring about a polar
opposition between solar energy, perceived as
natural, and nuclear energy, perceived as
artif icial . Other current or emerging cultural
factors that underlie public attitudes are the
tendency for vested interests to override facts,
the selective avoidance of risks, and the
emphasis placed on the 'ought' rather-thau the
'is'.

2. The Media

The electronics and print media constitute
the most important sources of information on
nuclear energy and energy subjects for the
general public. Whereas policy makers and
opinion leaders tend to be influenced more so
by the print media, including the monthly and
quarterly opinion journals, members of the
general public tend to be Influenced primarily
by television, and to a lesser extent by radio.

As in most western Industrialized nations,
media coverage of nuclear energy in the United
States has tended to be biased, emphasizing the
negative and sensational, and devoted primarily
to 'newsworthy' events and peripheral
information, to the virtual exclusion of general
or specific background information. In
addition, the media have tended to adopt an
anti-business attitude, reflecting in part the
public's mistrust of large institutions. On
the whole, the national media — the three major
television networks, the public broadcasting
system, and the major newspapers and opinion
journals - have tended to be more critical in
their treatment of nuclear power, while the
regional media - television, radio and print -
have tended to be more balanced in their

approach. Also, editorial contents have
tended to be more balanced and objective
than news reporting or programming.

In recent years, several substantive
analyses of media coverage of nuclear energy
have been undertaken in the United States (f̂ ,
7). The two major conclusions reached by the
Media Institute based on a study of network
evening news telecasts from 1968 through 1979
were that:

"A viewer relying on network evening
news broadacasts as a primary source
of information could not have gained
sufficient knowledge to make a rational
assessment of the risks and benefits of
nuclear power generation.

Network television methods and
procedures of reporting, editing and
presenting information on nuclear power
generation introduced a bias (probably
unintentional and in this case anti-
nuclear) into supposedly objective news
broadcasts." (.6)

After reviewing the videotaped news broad-
casts on nuclear energy, psychiatrist R. L.
duFont, H.D., stated that "fear was the motive
of the entire series of nuclear stories." (3)

It is evident that many of the media
attitudes reflect a New Class, and hence anti-
business and anti-industry bias (8). Most
members of the media, and in particular the
national media, share New Class values and hence
tend to have an affinity with anti-nuclear
issues and attitudes. Nevertheless, recent
trends in media coverage of nuclear energy tend
to indicate a more balanced and constructive
approach. Perhaps following a recommendation
by the Kemeny Commission on Three Mile Island
(9), many media outlets have designated a
reporte, whose special expertise Is nuclear
energy, thus leading to a higher level of
knowledge on the part of the media in general.
Media coverage of nuclear news and issues,
although still exhibiting a bias, has tended
to be more balanced, with more critical
attitudes toward statements and actions of the
anti-nuclear movement. Access to the media
has also become increasingly feasible for
pro-nuclear Individuals or institutions, both
in paid-for (commercial) formats and in news
and public affairs programs. This reflects
not only a more responsive, open attitude on
the part of the media, but it also results
from a more constructive and creative approach
to media utilization by the industry and other
pro-nuclear concerns.

3. The Opposition Movements

The organized opposition movements, while
more visible and more impactful in the public
policy arena, must be differentiated from the
much wider segment of the public that opposes
nuclear power, as evidenced for example in
public opinion polls. Whereas public



opposition is largely based on fear, the
motivation of the anti-nuclear movements
are essentially socio-political in nature.
At the root of the anti-nuclear movement is the
desire for radical changes in the economic,
social and political fabric of society in the
face of increasing alienation, dehumanlzation,
and impersonality in modern industrialized
society (J10). Big technology, big business,
and centralized technocracy are perceived as
the cause of modern society's problems, and
nuclear energy, itself a major symbol of fear
and cataclysmic destruction for the general
public, has become for the opposition the fore-
most symbol of centralized technocracy. The
resiliency and pervading appeal of the anti-
nuclear movement no doubt result in part from
its realtionship to a long tradition of
opposition to technological and industrial
progress, heightened in recent decades by
ecological concerns in a growth-oriented
society and by the emergence of the Nev Class,
or "knowledge class" phenomenon (8, 10).

The strategy of the anti-nuclear movement
has been, and continues to be, one of
continually eroding the nuclear pover program
infrastructure, by challenging its political
and economic viability, leading to an eventual
collapse of the program. In pursuing this
goal, the anti-nuclear movement has relied on
a diversity of tactical approaches in the
legislative, legal, regulatory, policy, and
mass communications areas.

The Three Mile Island accident served as a
major milepost for the anti-nuclear movement in
the United States. A general feeling of
elation, coupled with a marked increase in
public arrogance and cockiness, underlined a
pervasive acknowledgment that the accident was
the death-blow for the nuclear industry. Yet
such faellngs of victory «ere troubled with
a marked ambivalence in the face of a slow,
but apparent recovery of the nuclear power
program. The accident did provide en impetus
for the efforts to build new coalitions with
the peace movement, the emerging anti-draft
movement, elements of big labor, and the old
liberal community. Recently, a major effort,
aimed at both policy makers and the general
public, has been undertaken by anti-nuclear
leaders to establish a clear link between
nuclear war, nuclear weapons, and commercial
nuclear power (11). Coupled with this thesis
is the argument that the political decision
to abandon nuclear power should be made easier
by. the uncertain and flawed economics of
nuclear power.

Recent writings by ânti-nuclear mentors
c ts> to indicate a desire to broaden not only
the ase, but also the focus of the anti-
nuclear movement. A new strategy is emerging
that would de-emphasize strict anti-nuclear
activities and would foster the development
of a "people's energy" movement, and hence a
broad popular movement against big business
that might well focus on issues that are
non-energy specific (12). Although ostensibly

based on the thesis that nuclear power is in
the process of being defeated, this eraerRing
strategy may well reflect a feeling that
nuclear power, although it bears strong
emotional overtones and has been character! ze,j
by political controversies, may not by its
very nature, be the right target for the
opposition movements.

The Reagan victory was another event that
sent tremors through the anti-nuclear ranks.
The election of a conservative, pro-business,
and pro-nuclear administration has been a
major setback for the opposition movements,
and has resulted in an increased polarization
between these movements and the establishment.
Major axes of this polarization are peace
versus military strength, soft energy sources
versus nuclear power, and social welfare
versus less government spending. The
departure of the Carter administration also
has meant the departure of numerous anti-
nuclear Individuals from key government
positions, oftentimes into new and more
traditional fields of endeavor (13). The
Republican victory thus further intensified
the anti-nuclear efforts to recreate the old
liberal coalition of the 1960's. On the
anti-nuclear agenda for the opposition move-
ments in the short run are "... the nations's
plans for radioactive waste, the issue of
financial bailout for the nuclear industry,
further nuclear weapons proliferation,
individual plant licensing and federal
appointment."

Whatever its success, or lack of success,
in stopping the nuclear power program in the
United States, one can expect the anti-
nuclear movement, being in essence a socio-
political radical movement, to remain an
active force in society. The movement is
probably better organized and better funded
than it ever has been in the past. Yet as
new broader-based strategies emerge,
focussing on other issues, the long-standing,
single-minded commitment of the anti-nuclear
movement to eliminate nuclear power may well
prove an unexpected handicap to the movement's
future evolution.

U. The Political Environment

The election to the White House of
conservative Republican Ronald Reagan was a
major event in the political history of the
United States in the last few decades. With
the Republicans gaining control of the Senate
and making significant gains in the House of
Representatives, the Republican Party, for
the first time in a quarter of a century, is
controlling federal government policy. The
Reagan administration has clearly indicated
its full support of major efforts at energy
production that will insure America's
economic recovery and national defense
posture. It is also clear that the Reagan
energy policy gives nuclear power a major
role in the country's energy supply. This
marks a fundamental departure frura the



energy policy of the Carter administration
uhere nuclear power was relegated the role of
last resort. Indeed, if not opposed to
nuclear power, the Carter administration was

ac a minimum contradictory and oscillating on

lhe matter.

The advent of the Reagan administration,
vhile encouraging for the prospects of nuclear
power in the United States, should not however
b e considered a panacea, and the nuclear
industry was quick to perceive this reality (15).
First of all, things tend to change slowly in
the leiïislative and policy implementation
arenas, and the large bureaucratic organs of
thc federal government have a large inertia of
their own. Second, while the Republicans
control all Senate committees, including those
that handle the bulk of nuclear legislation,
the situation in the House is not all that
favorable to nuclear power. Following the
retirement or defeat at the polls of a number of
senior legislators, appointment practices in the
House'have resulted in membership in key House
committees, and in particular the House Interior
and Insular Affairs Committee and the House
Energy and Commerce Committee, that is probably
nore anti-nuclear than it was in the previous
Congress. Thirdly, and most importantly
perhaps, inherent in the Reagan political
philosophy are tendencies that conflict
directly with policy directions that may be
necessary to effectively resolve current
impediments to the U.S. nuclear power program.
Key among these political philosophies are the
emphasis on state's rights as opposed to
federal rights, and the opposition to major
federal spending and federal Intervention in
economic, and in this case energy, matters.

Given this somewhat confused political
environment, one can nevertheless expect that
significant progress will occur on a number of
fronts, In particular power plant licensing and
nuclear waste disposal, and that the Reagan
administration will reinstltute the breeder
and reprocessing as key elements of the U.S.
nuclear power program. Carl Walske, President
of the Atomic Industrial Forum, has suggested
that the major beneficial impact of the Reagan
government as far as nuclear 'power is concerned
nay be on public opinion as a result of
President Reagan adopting a strong and vocal
public stand on nuclear power (16). Walske has
also suggested that a number of issues that in
the past years have been tackled legislatively
might be addressed directly by the President
under his own constitutional powers. This
Includes aspects of the waste disposal issue,
reactor licensing reform and export licensing.

The political environment at the individual
state level in the united States Is as relevant
and crucial to the nuclear power program as is
the environment at the federal level. Indeed
state legislative activities over the years have
become increasingly of concern to the nuclear
and electric utility industries. The year 1980
«as particularly telling on that matter (17).

From 800 to 1000 nuclear-related bills were
introduced in state legislatures in 1980, with
about ten to fifteen percent of these bills
becoming laws or adopted as resolutions. Waste
management, transportation of nuclear materials,
moratoria on the construction/operation of
nuclear power plants, and emergency preparedness
and response were the major issues concerning
state legislation. Although the bulk of this
legislation cannot be considered anti-nuclear
as such, much of it has resulted in increased
state regulatory roles and in some cases in
actual limitations on nuclear power development.
Waste management continues to be the major
state issue and in 1980 six states enacted
prohibitive laws affecting high-level waste
management, resulting in at least 24 states
with legislative bans of varying types
affecting the disposal of storage of nuclear
wastes on state territory. As of the end of
1980, nine states had moratoria on the
construction of nuclear power plants, seven of
which specified the existence of a federal
high-level waste disposal capability as a
pre-requisite for the future construction, and
in some cases the future operation, of new
nuclear power plants (17).

In addition to legislative activity as such,
six states in 1980 had anti-nuclear initiatives
on the ballot, as did numerous local communities,
and it is expected that the trend toward local
or state nuclear initiatives and public referenda
will continue (18_). Although the constitution-
ality of many of these state laws and
initiatives is in question, and is being
challenged, at times successfully, in court,
the political impact of such legislation is
substantial.

As mentioned in the previous section, the
advent of the Reagan administration has meant
that anti-nuclear organizations have lost
numerous positions of power and influence in
the administration and in federal departments
and agencies. Although alarmed by the Reagan
policies, anti-nuclear groups see no major
shifts in their priorities. In addition to a
renewed sense of mission and cohesiveness in
the face of a government perceived clearly as
the enemy, the anti-nuclear leadership see the
recent political changes as shifting the
emphasis of anti-nuclear organizations more
'toward the state level and the mass media (19).

5. Institutional Endorsements

In recent years, a growing number of major
institutions in the United States have gone on
record endorsing the increased reliance on
nuclear power as one element in meeting future
energy demand and as replacement for petroleum
fuels. One such type of endorsement has come
from the scientific and engineering communities.
Perhaps most significant are the conclusions
reached by the National Academy of Sciences in
a four-year study on Nuclear and Alternative
Energy Systems performed by the National
Research Council for the Department of Energy (20).
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Among the study's conclusions are "the
desirability of a balanced combination of coal
.and nuclear fission as the only large-scale
intermediate-term options for electricity
generation" and "the need to keep the breeder
option open." Other significant scientific
.endorsements of nuclear power have come from
the National Academy of Engineering, "the
National Society of Professional Engineers,
and numerous individual professional science
and engineering societies.

Large special interest organizations
.representing a wide spectrum of American
society have also formally endorsed the use of
nuclear power. Among these are the large labor
organization, AFL-CIOj the black community
leading organization, NAACP; the National
Association of Manufacturers; the American
Jewish Committee; the National Farm Bureau,
and the National Governor's Association.

A scientific consensus has also emerged as
xegards the public health and environmental
Impacts of nuclear power. Recent studies by
the American Medical Association, the National
Academy of Sciences, and the American Physical
Society among others, have concluded that
nuclear power is acceptably safe, and in many
cases safer than its alternatives for the
production of electricity.

Xhese institutional endorsements of the need
and acceptability of nuclear power have as yet
had little impact on public opinion, probably
because the public often cannot differentiate
between a scientific consensus and statements
by Individual scientists. Nevertheless, such
major endorsements, no doubt, influence policy
makers and will in the long run help inform
public opinion.

III. Nuclear Public Communications Programs

1. Industry Programs

Major public communication efforts by the
nuclear Industry in the United States were
initiated about 1975, following the realization
.that the nuclear power controversy was
permeated by complex social, political and
cultural factors and necessitated novel
communications methods that departed from
traditional business communications. This led,
for example, to the creation within Hestlnghouse
of a function specifically dedicated to
communications and public information on
nuclear and related energy issues. Such an
activitity has operated in parallel and in
support of traditional public relations and
government affairs or lobbying activities.

Among the major realizations that have
shaped current nuclear communications programs
in industry are the necessity to take the
initiative and be assertive, the need to
address the general public and not the members
of the anti-nuclear movement! the necessity to
adequately understand public concerns, for
example through the use of public opinion

surveys, the overwhelming importance of the
mass electronics media in reaching the general
public, and the importance of credibility In
informing the public.

One example of such a communication program
is the Westinghouse Campus America program,
started in early 1976 (21, 2T). Campus America
comprises a team of engineers, most of them in
their twenties or thirties, who travel
periodically to various regions of the United
States challenging the anti-nuclear movement: to
debate on university campuses and other public
forums, and addressing the general public on
television and radio and through interviews in
the written press. The engineers are volunteers
who hold full-time jobs within the company. They
represent not the company's positions but their
own positions and convictions in addressing the
public. In addition to effectively challenging
the opposition, Campus America has attracted
and continues to attract substantial interest on
the part of the media. Trom 1976 through 1980,
Campus America had accumulated about 100 hours
of television time, about 575 hours of radio
tine, and prompted about 230 newspaper articles.
Campus America has served as a model for many
subsequent' communications programs, whereas
elements or concepts of the Campus America model
have been adapted to other communications
efforts, both in the United States and in other
countries.

In addition to mass media communications
programs, the nuclear industry has launched
several communications and information programs
aimed at special audiences or special interest
groups. Those have included, for example,
women's organizations, school toachors,
industrial energy users, consumer groups, senior
citizens groups, etc.

Of note is the special role played by the
nuclear Industry, primarily the reactor vendors
and the architect-engineers, in the various
state initiative and referenda campaigns. In
addition to playing a key role in bringing
about the broad-based coalitions that have
supported such campaigns, the nuclear industry
has provided assitance, both h'.'man and-
financial, to the professional public affairs
firms that have managed the campaigns.

2. Electric Utility Programs

In the past, electric utility companies in
the United States confined their nuclear
communications programs to their service
regions, with a wide variety exhibited as to
the extent of and commitment to such information
programs. Many utilities also contributed to
the Atomic Industrial Forum and its public
information program. The advent of Three Mile
Island and the communications crisis it
precipitated brought forth to the electric
utility industry the full realization of the
need to inform the public at large not only on
TMI itself but also on nuclear power in general
and its role in meeting the country's energy
need. The outcome was the creation of the



Committee for Energy Awareness (CEA) in June
1979 (23).

CEA is directed by a Steering Committee of
senior public information executives and
administered by a revolving staff of loaned
personnel from companies throughout the
country. Its projects are funded through
contributions from the electric ut i l i ty
industry, private and public, and the nuclear
industry. The CEA programs constitute the
largest and most ambitious nuclear communica-
tions efforts ever undertaken by the electric
utility industry.

Current CEA priorities include reaching the
general public through the mass media, including
a major advertising project on television, radio
and the print media. Other CEA programs focus on
organizations or special audiences that
represent large amplification factors through
their own membership, influence or communica-
tions programs such as organized labor. CEA
has also provided substantial support to
independent energy advocacy organizations
throughout the country.

A unique aspect of CEA Is the extensive
cooperation of the electric ut i l i ty and
nuclear industries that It portrays. Represen-
ted on i t s Steering Committee are executives
from ut i l i t i e s , equipment manufacturers,
engineering/construction finis, the Edison
Electric Institute, and the Atomic Industrial
Forum. Close coordination i s maintained with
other roajur communications programs of the
nuclear industry.

3. Third Party Programs

In addition to the communications programs
of the electric utility and nuclear industries,
various communications programs have been
implemented by independent organizations, many
of which have as members Individuals from
industry. The American Nuclear Society, through
its Public Information Committee, conducts a
number of educational and informational programs
which include the production and distribution
of informational documents, media relations,
newspapers and wire services, public service
announcements, and a speaker's program.
Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy (SE ) ,
a nationwide organization formed in the spring
of 1976 by prominent scientists from American
colleges and universities, today has a member-
ship of several thousand. A staunchly
independent organization, SE_ In addition to
i ts major activities In communicating with
decision-makers In the legislative, policy and
regulatory arenas, has implemented several
public communications programs focusing on
energy and the need and desirability of nuclear
power.

In recent years, a growing number of citizen
advocacy organizations have appeared In the
United States, supportive of nuclear power and
energy development. Many of these organizations
grew out of frustrations in the face of

vacillating government energy policies and as a
reaction to the custom of anti-nuclear
organizations to claim to speak for the 'public
interest'. .The nuclear power industry has often
supported such organizations through in-kind
assistance such as information material and
consultation.

III. Nuclear at a Cross Road - Realities in
Confusing Environment

Nuclear power today in the unites States
stands at a crossroad. Indeed, notwithstanding
the complexity of the nuclear controversy as it
relates to public opinion and activities of the
anti-nuclear movement, nuclear power faces
three realities which, if conflicting and
contradictory, bear immense importance as to
its future. These are a clearly established
rationale for the need for nuclear power, major
financial difficulties faced by the electric
utility industry, and the broad socio-political
undercurrents that underline the. nuclear power
controversy Itself.

1. Need for Nuclear

Although the need for nuclear power has
been a longstanding realization of United
States energy policies and practices of the
last twenty-five years, recent authoritative
studies have clearly outlined the essential
role of nuclear power in meeting future energy
needs. These studies all reflect the short-
term and longer term realities of the oil and
gas supply situation. Among the more
significant are the National Academy of
Sciences study (20) referred to earlier, a
study sponsored by the Ford Foundation (24),
and a study by the National Energy Strategies
Project of Resources for the Future financed
by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation (25).

In addition to its conclusion that coal and
nuclear power are the only economic alternatives
for large-scale electricity generation in the
remainder of this century, the National Academy
of Sciences study sees potentially a relatively
larger role for nuclear power, were coal to play
an important role in a synthetic fluid fuel
Industry and as an export fuel. Both the Ford
Foundation and Mellon Foundation studies view
nuclear power as necessary as both short-term
and long-term options.

A growing body of data is being accumulated
that provide strong evidence that electric
substitution can play a major role in reducing
the country's dependence on fluid fuels (26).
Hence it is becoming increasingly clear that
in addition to meeting any additional energy
growth needs and as replacement for oil-fired
and gas-fired electrical power plants, nuclear
power can play an important role in
substituting for oil in the form of electricity
in many applications in the industrial,
residential and commercial, and transportation
sectors.



2. Status of the Nuclear Power Program -
The Financial Crisis

As" of early 1981, there were in the United
States 76 reactors with operating licenses,
(56,971 MWe), 81 reactors with construction
permits (89.323 MWe), 2 reactors with limited
work authorization (2,300 MWe) and 15 reactors
on order (17,542 MWe). The last few years
have been characterized by intentional delays
of units, cancellations, and no new domestic
orders for nuclear power plants.

The. immediate reason for that situation is
related to load growth behavior. In the I960's
and early to mid 1970's, based on historical
post World War II load growth patterns, the
electric utility industry placed many orders
for new plants, both nuclear and coal-fired.
Since the oil crisis of 1973, electrical load
growth has been sharply reduced, partly as a
result of energy conservation practices and »
partly reflecting the depressed overall economic
Situation. Hence, many utilities found them-
selves with a developing overcapacity. The
situation on cancellations and new orders is
therefore similar for coal and nuclear plants
(27).

A second reason for the current lack of new
utility orders, and one that stands perhaps as
the important barrier to further nifclear power
development, is the dire financial situation in
which U.S. electric utilities find themselves.
The problem is essentially one of capital
formation and it has roots that go back for
at least a decade in rate structures and
policies that have not allowed utilities to
earn an adequate return on their investment.

For the period 1981-1990, investor-owned
utilities are facing $365 billion of
construction while earned return on equity is
down to 11%, more than 3% below Che average
level authorized by state commissions in 1980.
Ratings of utilities by the investment
community are dropping, and utility stocks are
selling below book values (28). The worsening
financial condition of the electric utility
industry can be linked directly with the
unfavorable regulatory climate, and In
particular state public utility commissions
(PUC's) practices and policies as they have
affected rates and regulatory lags, and hence
utility profits (29). As the regulatory
climate has grown more unfavorable over the
past years, the cost o£ both debt and equity
capital has risen, while its availability has
fallen.

In addition to massive construction cutbacks,
one approach used by the electric utility in
attempting to deal with its financial problems
has been diversification, including energy
conservation (30). Although such measures can
provide short-term relief, the implications
long-range are worrisome. The Edison Electric
Institute has urged the Federal government to
take immediate remedial action, including
accelerated nuclear licensing, tax changes, and

amendment of the Fuel Use Act (28).

3. Nuclear as Symbolic and Typical of a
Social Phenomenon

In attempting to evaluate the evolution
of nuclear power, it is important not to consider
nuclear power as a unique case. Indeed the case
of nuclear power may well be typical, and even
to a large degree symbolic, of broad undercurrents
and trends t'.iat characterize modern society today.
Key among those are the growing difficulties with
which governments cope with complex and long-range
problems and challenges, the evolving role of
mass media communications, the pervading public
confusion regarding complex and ill-defined
societal problems and policies, and the evolution
of radical socio-political and socio-cultural
movements.

Not only will the future of nuclear
power depend in part on the unfolding of these
social phenomena, but it is very likely that
other technological developments will in the
future face problems very similar to those
faced today by nuclear power.
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